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ELECTION PACE QUICKENS
Absentee Ballot
Deadline Nears Tuesday Midnight

McGovern Greets Crowd
At Kennedy Pavilion
An estimated 14,000 people
were on hand in Spokane,
Saturday to hear presidential
candidate George McGovern
continue in his chastisment of
the Nixon administration.
"We cannot build America with
the ieadership that veioes 25
bills designed to improve the
quality of life in America,"
McGovern told an overflow
crowd at Gonzaga University's
Kennedy Pavilion.
Senator Warren Ma~nuson and
Congressman
Tom
Foley
greeted Senator McGovern and
h,s hour-late, three-jet entourage at Spokane International
Airport. McGovern was quickly
whisked to downtown Spokane
in a motorcade followed ~y three
bus-loads of national and local
press.
Included in the press team were
EWSC journalism students and
Easterner reporters.

The anxious foot-stomping crowd
waited two hours
in
the
smoke-filled pavilion for McGovern's half-hour speech. An
estimated 8,000 of the 14,000
overflow crowd withstood 40
degree temperatures to hear the
speech outside the pavilion.

It may be too late to register to
vote for the general election
·next Tuesday, but for those who
have and need absentee ballots,
there is still time, Pot O'Donnell,
AS Vice President, said.
O 'Donnell , who has worked
closely with the Spokane County
Election Deportment the last few.
years, said absentee ballots may
be returned to the county
auditor's office up until midnight,
Tuesday. He said they can be
mailed back as long as they are
postmarked before t hat deadline.

It's crowds like these that assure
me that we will win on
November 7' McGovern optimistically stated during the talk.
The Spokane stay was highlighted by an endorsement given
to McGovern by 100 Jesuits from
a group called Jesuits for
McGovern.
"This country has
come a long if 100 Jesuits can
endorse the son of a Methodist
Preacher," was McGovern's comment.

However, O 'Donnell said applications for absentee ballots
should be mailed to correct
county auditor's offices today.
Otherwise, the ballots would not
be mailed back in time to meet
the Tuesday midnight deadline.

Surrounded by secret service
agents, the senator was sped
back to the airport immediately
following the speech. Saturday
evening t,AcGovern
was
in
Seattle for a state-wide telathon.

The polling place for all Cheney
residents will be at the Cheney
City Holl at 609 2nd.

Former Senator Stilmps
For Nixon in Spokane
t

Former U.S. Senator and motion
picture star George Murphy
made a brief stop in the Lilac City
Saturday to kick off the local
phase of a nation-wide Republican "Get-Out-The-Vote" campaign.
Addressing about 50 workers at
the local
Republican Headquarters at W. 611 First Street,
Murphy praised the accomplishments of President Nixon while
charging that Democratic presidential George McGovern " has
been in more positions than
steelhead salmon."
Nixon's efforts at winding down
the Vietnam War were defended
and Murphy claimed the North
Vietnamese could have stopped
the war at any given time in the
lost five years.
"They are the aggressors there,
not our country, as a lot of
people would have you think,"
Murphy said, adding that "our
involvement in Vietnam has
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been wound down a lot faster
than I ever thought it could be."
The 70 year old ex-senator from
California noted that he and
Nixon hod been goQd friends for
"about 35 years" and that tqe
president was on "honest and
courageous man."

Thursday

*~
*****

When queried about the Watergate bugging incident, Murphy
felt that the whole affair had
been overplayed and he thought
National Democratic Party Chairman Lorry O'Brien "set it up
himself t o hove something to
talk about." He also claimed that
nothing was going on between IT
&T and the President as reported
in the "biased
Washington
newspapers."
Murphy viciously attacked several McGovern stands saying it
was "totally untrue" that the
Vietnam war could have ended
four years ago.

Continued Page Two

Coontz Makes Plea Here
For Socialist Support

"*****

Miss Stephanie Coontz,
an
for socialism to exist, the people MCGOVERN-Ea·sterner photoanti-war activist cmd campaigner
must not vote for either the grapher Bob Simpson was on
for the Socialist Workers Party,
Republican or Democratic party hand for the South Dakota
spoke to an estimated crowd of
~ickets. She said that as long as Senator's rally in Gonzaga's
· about a hundred people in the . the Republican and Democratic Kennedy Pavilion this last weekKennedy Library Auditorium,
parties or systems receive large end and his pictures relive the
Thursday, October 2~.
percentages of votes, the capital- 1excitement and emotion of the
istic system will continue to have event.
Miss Coontz began her speech the right to extend its power.
basically stating her reasons why
she thinks the Republican and
After Miss Coontz' one hour
Democratic parties are a plot to
speech in the Kennedy Library
ELECTION-The Easterner offers
.make the people think they have
Auditorium, she said to the
three fine features on aspects of
a choice of corrective governaudience that those who would
the upcoming election. Leilani
ment. S e soi t at ofnpar ,es
i'l<e o conflnue speai<mgcrlxroi----\.-v+H+ams-pres-en.f.s----he-r- ..f-i-r-,<:li-R§Swere being governed by the
Socialism as an alternative
on interviews with political
upper class and big bosses of the
should meet in the PUB. Many of
science professors on page 5;
American society. Miss Coontz
the people met Miss Coontz Mick Mellor was at Kennedy
said that the industries should be
there to continue their talk.
Pavilion last Saturday "Before
owned by the workers rather
McGovern arrived", his story on
that the big bosses. She said that
page 8; and Rob Reed offers
Miss Coontz is currently one of
division
of classes
creates
some interesting insights into
four national leaders of the
oppression and human proseveral referendums to face the
National Peace Action Council in
blems. She stated that in order
voters next Tuesday, page 9.
New York.

Election Results Totaled
•

,l

Final figores have indicated 688
Eastern students cast ballots in
the AS general election lost
week and voted in six new
legislators and indicated their
preferences on two issues.

September. He said 430 favored
it while 226 indicated a negative
preference.

Pat O 'Donnell , AS vice president,
said the turnout for the election
was " overage" despite the fact
that only 425 students voted in
the primary election a week
earlier.

Position one-Dianne Kidney, 329;
Tim Crabb, 268.

Final results of the races for
1egislative seats were OS
follows:

Position two-Jan Ekstedt, 341;
Fred Jones, 226.
Position three-Jim Wallingford ,
309; Dennis Brandt, 288.

On the ballot was a referendum
concerning selling beer in the
PUB.
O'Donnell said 500
students indicated they favored
such a move, while 173 were
against it.

Position four-Frank Marksman,
282; Wayne Bouloc, 244.

Also, he said students were
polled regarding moving the
calendar year ahead so that
school would start in early

Position eight-Mark Lobdell, 4 16 ;
Bruce Van Fossen, 168.

Position five-Jim Lee, 301 ; Bob
Thorson, 271.

OH CALCUTTA-Sports editor
Norm Taylor DOES in fact do
other things besides attend
football games. He was on hand
for the movie version of the
famous stage production and
offers his comment and opinion
on skin, skin, everywhere.

•••••••••••
PICTURE PAGE-PAGE 3.
ARTS AND
PAGE 4 .

ENTERTAINMENT-

ISSUES AND OPINIONS-PAGES 6

___...:....

and 7.
SPORTS-PAGES 10 and 11.
HANDICAPPED-What con
done to help small children
handicapped I?
Easterner
porter Jill Hartstad found
what can be done her e
Eastern . Her story on page

be
left
reout
at
12.

CLASSIFIEDS, CROSSWORD-PAGE

12.

••••••••••••
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Winter Reg~ Plan Detailed
By Nola Leyde

registration ca r d . Your advisor
The Agency also has a multitude
must sign it in order to register.
of print-outs, leaflets and pamphThere will be a four digit line
lets on products now on the
number on the C.R.F., instead of
market.
a sequence number.
The
sequence number will be used
"I hove information on the good
but not on your C.R.F.
It is
and bod points of all kinds of
important you mark· down this
consumer products, from' a to z , "
four digit number correctly.
Cromwell
said.
"If you're
After you have the form filled
interested, for example, in which
out and have your advisors
brand of aspirin is better, you
signature
you
can
go
to
may find the information here."
pre-registration.
Present the
C. R.F.-;- check ·your Bto-Data - l:ocoted--in --'-the-A-S-of.f-iees, third
sheet, and then go to final check
floor PUB, the Consumer Protecout. Registration will take only
tion Agency is open from 8 :00 to
10 minutes if done correctly. The
9:00 o.m., and 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.
computer will then section you
doily.
into your requested times and - - - - - - - - - - - - - classes as soon as possible.

Everyone presently enrolled in
Eastern this Fall Quarter must
pre-register or they won't be
able to until January 3, 1973.
Pre-registration is going to be
different this quarter: there is a
new form, the Course Request
Form, that will replace the
registration, advising and class
cards. It's going to be computer
sectioning.
Pre-registration is from Nov.
13-17. First you should make an
appointment with an advisor to
get your schedule worked out as
soon as possible. The Course
Request Form will be distributed
on campus by the various
departments, and on it you must
list primary and alternate course
requests. Be sure to read the top
two statements on the C.R.F.
(Course Request Form), mark
them and understand them. The
C.R.F. is your advising and

What could go wrong? Nothingif you list your four digit number
and credit hours correctly; read
the top two statements and mark
them. This is the key to the
whole registration form-list an
ample number of alternates. The
less number of alternates you
list, the greater the chance of
getting only partially registered.
Have permission for classes and
when necessary, before coming
to registration read the foot
notes and hove your advisor's
signature on the C.R.F.

Flags on the Eastern campus
were flown at half mast Tuesday
in observation of the death of
Professor Louis V. Grafious.
Grafious, English professor at
Eastern, died at his home on
Friday, October 27 , of a heart
attack. He has been on the staff
at Eastern since 1948 and has
been a professor since 1955.

You can pick up confirmation
cards Dec. 4-6 on the PUB mall.
They should be picked up to
make sure you have the courses
you registered for and are fully
registered.
If not, you can
register correctly before campus
registration and get first choices
of classes.

Memoriar services were held,
Sunday afternoon at Cheney
United Church of Christ and
Tuesday afternoon at the Montgomery Avenue Christian Church
in Spokane.

"FOR YOUR
COLD WEATHER
NEEDS!"
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A M A N WHO,
S U PPORTE D TO M E A G L ETON 1,000% , T H E N PUSHED HI M OFF THE D E MOC RATI C TICKET?
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S U PPQIRTED F IRST A W E L FARE PLA N AWAR DI NG
$6,500 P E A F AMILY , T H E N ON E AWA R DING
$ 1 .000 PE R PE RSON , TH E N ABANDO N E D BO TH
PLA N S?

STATES?
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WITH AMERICA.
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S U PPO RTS A PO L I C Y O F "BE G G ING" TO A C OUNT RY
W HICH I S C ONSTAN T L Y C OMMI TT ING ACT S OF
W AR
A GA INST
AN
AL L Y O F T HE
UNITED

DON'T TRUST
GEORGE le GOVERN

Find ou t ho w vou can help stop McGovernment before it

begins.
Mail th-is_c_
o_
u p_o_n_t_
od_a_y_fo_r- i,-,~-or_m_a-t i-o n_ to_: - - - - - - - - -

'

VOUTH AGAINST McGOVE RN
3214- A West McGraw, Suite 100
Name

Seattle, Washington 98199

II

Zip

.

t
'

Paid for by Young America's Campaign ~ommlttee, W . Thorburn, Cho irmon '
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Continued From Page On•

He claimed "hippies, yippies and
revolutionaries " were responsible for McGovern's nomination.
Concerning amnesty for "draft
" I think the reason I've hod such
dodgers", Murphy stated, "I can't
little response is that no one
understand ho,w McGovern could
knows the agency is even here! "
coll for amnesty." He was
stated A .S. Attorney General
appalled that McGovern camChancey Cromwell, sole member
paigned so rigorously in this
of the agency. " If more people
state saying " Senator McGovern
knew about what we could do for
was
one of the main opponents
them , that would be different."
against the SST program " which
last year, Cromwell added , his ' would have provided much
needed aid to the sagging
agency only handled two coses,
Wash
i ngton State e conomy .
and both were solved. The first
Now
he wants Wa shingt on
"
involved a girl who complained
voters
to
support him in the
her landlord refused to return
forthcoming election ."
her damage deposit. Working
, through the Tenants Union,
R. Sargent Shriver, Democratic
Cromwell and the apartment
vice-pre sidential candidate, also
manage r reached an agreement
come unde r fi re by Mur phy who
and t he deposit was ret urned.
noted that "he does not have a
The o the r p roj ect the agency
good
re cord a s an admini stratackle d was a bre ach of contract
tor." He labeled a s " scandalous"
probl e m -one of the campus
McGove
rn 's selection of Shriver
canteen co m panies pr omised to
supply 10-ounce cups for the ir as a running mate.
machines, and sent only 8-ounce
container s. The agency has be en
working on this since last spring,
and Cromwe ll said he expe cts it
to be solved soon.

The former a ctor was a Democrat until 1939 whe n he " foretsaw
what would happe n to t he
De mocratk Party. It is happe ning
today," he said, charging that t he
" cur re nt candidate was not
nominate d by t he De mocrats at
a l l. "

& T AILORS

Mur phy named high taxes, t he
Vie tnam War and the inflationary co st of living a s the most
seroiu s i ssues in the p r e se nt
ca mpa ign. He felt t h e "in t ernat io na l situation " was i n good
shape.
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"USE OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
AND PRESSING SERVICE FOR YOUR
BETTER· GARM/iNTSI"

MADDUX CLEA~ERS & TAILOR

Washington Senators Hen ry M.
Jackson a nd W a r ren Mag n uson,
both Dem ocrats, were complimented by Murphy who sa id he
"had a n ice association" with
them while in the Senate. "But
, that doe sn't m e an you have to
k eep th e m forever. You can find
some good Re publicans, too," he
joked .

---«--

.

~~--~
-· -----------

The only college not officially
included was_ Eve rg ree n State
College since no newspaper
repre se n t atives were on hand
for the meeting.

It is Eastern 's Consumer Protection Agency, and it was set up to
do just that-help you, the
Consumer, with any complaints
or problems you may hove. It
con be of benefit with some legal
advice, and if necessary, can
even aid you in toking your pleas
to court. Yet few students have
shown any interest in it.

uoENTS
I , - ~-;;;,--;,,,~~.~
. ---0--'P•-E
~N
~ : s-.m to 1 ~ ~':-v
t

,'

State

School

The editors drew up several
points for a statement of policy
including to work for mutual
interest of college newspapers,
to keep lines of communication
open between the papers and to
strive to inform students about
important state issues. Also, to
work out individual problems of
member college newspapers and
to work to improve the quality of
the college press through
exchange of ide as.

"Other than that, " he said, " I've
hod very little to do .. This agency
needs greater support from
students to really get anything
done, or even to survive.
To
tackle problems
like
rising
bookstore prices, more could be
accomplished if I could just get
people together. "

There is on agency here on
campus that can help you with
everything from the handling of
a stingy apartment manager to
advice on the better of two
brands of aspirin.

I
I

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City
Ph~ne

Editors and various associate
editors form the University of
Washington Daily, the Washington State University Daily Evergreen, the Western Washington
State College Front, the Central
Washington
State
College
Campus Crier and the Easterner
established the association during the two-day session.

Protection Plan Outlined;
New Head Explains Job

It Maddux Clea1ers

S U PPORTS A CO MMIT M ENT TO ISRA E L
THAT
W O ULD BE IMPOSS IBLE TO F U LF ILL IF THE
M cG OV ER N DEFE N SE BUDGET C UTS W ERE I M PLE M ENTED?

I
I

t

I

SUPPO RTS A SP ENDING PR O G RAM THAT W OULD
IN C R EASE TH E N ATI O N A L D EF IC IT B Y $ 100
B I L LIO N IN 1 YEA R?

:

ft

I

DO YOU TRUST

GEORGE Mc GOVERN?

Newspapers from five of the
state's six four-year colleges,
including the Easterner, hove
officially formed into the Washington State College Newspaper
Association following a weekend
meeting in Ellensburg.

A spokesman fo r the A ssociation
said one of th e first projects
unde rtake n will be to determine
the f easibility of a state-wide
teletype syste m .

4 15-FIRST
CHEN EY
235-6511

I

Association .Formed
During Conference

NEW OFFICERS for the coming year In the Wa,hlnaton State
Dlstrlbutlv~ Education Club of America gathered together recently
Pictured above are three Eastern Students elected. L to R, Ken Kane,
vrce-pre,tdent~ CaTol--Holkomb, pr•1lden-t · -end-Sbaron_Whlta_
secretary.

sundav thru f ''pm
from sam ,o 6
saturdav

CH&NEY
NEWS STAND
420 • 1St .

Speaatl
-B-U-Cllt-0-R-N,_Q
__R
. ., .____~- - ~~
BALLENTINE BEER
99 Cl:-6 PAK
3.8!5- CASE

Sajewalf
D owntown Cheney
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ANGLES ON MCGOVERN; SUPPORTERS
Photos by Simpson
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TUESDAY NOVEMBER 7
W.W.I. posters, PUB Gallery.
U.S. Presidential election.
Tareg Y. lmall, author of Arab Political Left, 11 :00, JFK.
American Film Festi val, 1-5 P.M. and 7:30 P.M., JFK Aud. FeaturingHOW COULD I NOT BE AMONG YOU, BUT WHAT IF THE DREAM
COMES TRUE, LEAVING HOME BLUES, HOMES, ATONEMENT, CYCLES.
Drama Dept. presents "On the Side of the Angels" by Glen Hughes,
7 :30 in the College Theatre.
·
W.W.I. posters, PUB Gallery sponsored by the Wash. Historical
Society.
FIRDAY NOVEMBER 3
"On the Side of the Angels", 7:30, College Theatre.
W.W.I. posters. PUB Gallerv
DECA Dance, PUB, 8:45-11 :45, 75 cents sin~les, $1.00 col:'ple, Weston
Davis featured.

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4
AS Weekender Series presents "Preformance," starring Mick Jagger,
in the PUB, 25 cents, 8 p.m.
"Ori the Side of the Angels", 7:3·0 College Theat re.
Ski Swap, Spokane Interstat e Fairgrounds, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 5
"Performance", PUB, 25 cents, 8 p.m.

MONDAY NOVEMBER 6.
W .W .I. posters, PUB Gallery.
American FIim Festival, 1-5 p.m. and 7 :30 p.m., JFK Aud.
FEATURING: CHICAGO 7 CONSPIRACY TRIAL, THE ULTIMATE TRIP,
THEY'VE KILLED PRESIDENT LINCOLN, THE SCANDINAVIAN
EXPERIENCE, FLY GEESE F-L-Y.

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8
HOMECOMING Queen Election, PUB mainstreet, 8-6.
W.W.I. posters, PUB Gallery.
American Film Festival, 1-5 p.m. in tt,e Science Aud. and 7:30 p.m.

FL_
I.GHT

JFK. Featuring: KOESTLER ON CREATIVITY, THE UNSEEN WORLD
WOLVES AND THE WOLF MAN, THE NOT-SO-SOLID EARTH
STANDING WAVES AND THE PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOSITION,
RADIOISOTOPES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER (Afternoon).
KOSETLER ON CREATIVITY, LEARNING, AND MARCO, (Eveni ng).

WANT ADS
HELP WANTED: $100 v,1eekly
-possibie ocldress ng -mcrrl--torfirms.
Full and port time at
home.
Send stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Home
Work Opportunit;es. Star Rt. 2,
Deming, N ew M exico 88030
FOR SALE:
Typewriters for
students. IBM Electric $50. Two
portable manuals $50 and $15.
Coll 235-6783

FOR SALE:
Set of Four steel
belted radial ply tires with tubes,
size
205xl 4,
$20.
Feather

INSTRUCTION

1

& RENTALS

,

FAA Approved School
for Private and Com• f •1
mercia P 1 ots · We

Mattress ,- $8. - Air - Force Wooi·· -~~--flt;>W-Offering~a---- -~
,·- - - - - overcoot, size 37L, $8. Wooden
special 15% Discount
Frame Storm windows. Asst.
sizes $4 each. Call 235-4043.
FOR SALE : '64 V.W. Bug. New
Paint (Green) Good Cond. Call
235-6590
WANTED-Sci-fi novels by E.R.
Burroughs. Buy or rent. David
235-6258.

0

p•
p· f
n our r1vate I ots
Course. Train in the
4-place Cessna- 1721

EXECUTIVE
AIR CORP.
Spokane Int. Airport
838-.3634

'
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Homecoming Begins .

@~~\S@erw@C7
an; ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS

By Maureen Lynch

THOSE WERE THE DAVS

- - - -- - -

-

-

--

-

World War I holds a romantic nostalgia for dilettante historians as
well as veterans. Posters were an integral part of the U.S. of A.'s
involvement and now are a colorful portrayal of days gone by.
This week in the PUB Gallery, you can see some of these same
posters, a variety of which include; recruitment, bonds, food
administration, Red Cross, and The Salvation Army.
They are
sponsored by the Wash. Historical Society.

AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL
A total of over 20 award-winning films will be shown free of charge
the week of Nov. 6-10 on a circuit tour sponsored by IMC at Eastern.
Only 17 other institutions in the country were selected to receive the
Festival.
The presentation consists of the finest non-theatrical films, and is
sponsored annually by the Educational Film Library Association.
Several hundred motion pictures of the best releases within a year
are screened, first prize winners participating in the Festi~al Circuit.
This year's series includes such topics as the new Christianity,
childbirth, death, middle-class complacency, child development,
Lincoln's assassination, wolves, behavioral learning techniques,
Gertrude Stein, art, ecology, rural sociology, anthropology, and
expe~imental and animated films. There are SQme films suitable for
everyone's interest and enjoyment, including a special Thursday
night family showing.
These unusual and outstanding films may be seen Mon. through Fri.,
Nov. 6-1 O, in Kennedy Auditorium from 1 :00-5:00, -and Mon. through
Thurs. evenings at 7:30. Wed. afternoon films on Koestler, bi~logy,
geology, physics, and medical science will be shown in the Science
Aud~ beginning at 1 :00.

W·It h Q Ue en S e Ie ct ·IO n
The college scene may not be
SONG PAINTER DAVIS
what it used to be--especially
when it comes to college rah-rah.
The Homecoming Concert this
But the tradition of Homecoming
year features Mac Davis in the
still seems to arrive every year Fieldhouse on Nov. 1O at 8 p.m.
and draw the greatest student
Returning to Eastern for the
body participation. The events
second time, Davis has added
programmed for Homecoming _the top single "Baby Don't Get
'72 week should interest
Hooked on Me" and a new
students, faculty, administration,
album to his list of credits.
and Alumni.
·
- ~ - -·- -- - - - - - - - - ~ -

At 29 the dynamic pop song-

QUEEN TO BE CHOSEN
The queen contest is as
traditional as the homecoming
itself, even though it has been
the most debated and criticized
aspect of the activity. In keeping
with this tradition, Eastern will
have a homecoming court this
year.
Candidates are representative of
clubs, organizations, living
groups, or 25 petitioners. The
election will be held Nov. 8 in the
PUB from 8 :00 to 6 :00.
The
results will be announced at the
'Homecoming 'Mi~er on Nov. 9 in
the PUB between 9 and 12 p.m.
A queen and two princesses will
be crowned by Peter B. Hayes
from KJRB. The lovlies will also
be presented during half-time
activities at the game Saturday.

SKI SWAPI

SATURDAY, NOV. 4

-9

til 9

S-pokane International Fairgrounds

ADMISSION: 25C ·
REGISTRATION-

fRIDAY, NOV. 3
Sponsored by

The Mt. Spokane Ski Patrol

Some of his recent songwriting
credits include three hits for Elvis
Presley (" Memories" , " In The
Ghetto", "Don't Cry Daddy" ) ,
O.C. Smith 's · " Friend, Lover,
Woman, Wife" and " Daddy's
Little Man", " Something's Burning" for Kenny Rogers and the
First Edition and " Watching
Scotty Grow" for Bobby Goldsboro. Davis's song " I Believe In
Music" is once again on the
charts besides its use in a
number of TV shows and other
top artists' recordings.
Appearing

with

Davis,

By Norm Taylor
"Oh Calcutta," showing at the
Garland Theater in Spokane, is
not for the puritanical at heart.

Those
that
stayed
seemed
amused, or at least shocked into
spasms of chuckles. The thin line
between being offended and
amused was often crossed
over-the film consisted of skin,
sk,n and mo~e of it.
LEAVES BEHIND
" Hair,"

the

brilliant

musical

production, had an abundance of
nudes, it is true; however the
phallic emphasis in this picture
leaves "Hair" far behind if) the
never-ending race for total
sexual exposure in entertainment. If the trent continues, it
may be likely that " Hair," that
theatrical forerunner of the age
of Aquarius, may be remembered affectionately as a logical
offshoot of Doris Day, Mary
.Poppins, and the " old" Julie
Andrews.
Despite its trend-se.tting qualities, "Oh Calcutta," hos serious
flows. At one point, the dialogue
includes the rhetorical remark,
"who wrote this piece of --- ?"
The self-criticism is quite justifiable--it would seem that no

DANCEi
Nov. 2-8- (12 to ... )

ROCKING HORSE
NOV. 3-4-9 (1:30 to ... )

MEMPHIS THREE
Also: J.P .. 's FAMOUS
BBQ CHICKEN, RIBS,
SANDWICHES!

235-4916

1....,..., .... wn

DOCIOR

ZHMGO

CHET'S
FLOWERS
1st & Pine -

Cheney

A ·semi-formal dance at the
Davenport Hotel in Spokane
concludes Homecoming '72 the
evening of Nov.11. Men of Note,
a 16 piece dance band, and
Lightfoot, a Seattle rock band,
are both featured to provide
music appropriate for the diverse crowd expected.

Tickets are $2.00 per couple and
ore available before the dance
only.
They will be on sole
through the PUB ticket booth,
during the football game, and
Saturday at Bill 's tavern after
the game.

dialogue for the picture need be
written, that the viewers could
figure out the obvious sequences
of the film without writer
prompting.

CONFLICT LACK
Another- important lack is the
lack of conflict.
People like
conflict, conflict between human
desi r es and society-created
barriers and restrictions. Without such conflict, life is a bit less
interesting, a bit too boringly
easy.
The film hos little sexual
conflict--the conflicts that are
present appear, in the main
put-on.
Jock and Jill, in
germanely puerile attire, meet in
the sexual playground.
Jill
provides a measure of put-up,
ba re ly mustered resis tance,
which Jack, with some ease,
removes through the use of a
puerile game.
In short, the film is too much like
something that could be_ made at
home, in about the same time as
its final
length, and with
dialogue -made up along the w ay .
It is said that people like
pornography; even so, people
also like conflict and conflictarousing restrictions--not only in
films, but in everyday life. If the
age of complete-sexual freedom
is upon us, as displayed in " Oh
Calcutta," life may prove less
meaningful for the partidpants
in that freedom.

Specializing in
Distinguished
Floral Arrangements
and Corsages!

PHONE

after

What better way to have a
traditional homecoming game
than pitting Eastern against a
ffooilfonal foe--Western. Ktci.s...--- - - -- •
off time is 1 :00, Nov. 11 at
Woodward Field. Medical Lake
High Scl;lool . will provide halftime entertainment along with
the presentation of the homecoming court.

''Oh Calcutta'' Reviewed
It may not even be for the less
than puritanical--several youthful members of the audience left
\the theater ofter the initial
iscenes in the picture.

8th Annual

writer has turned but a phenomenal list of songs. His songs
portray subtle poetry with a
country flair, lyrics absent of
bitter words or strong protest, no
doubt a key factor to his success.

Helen Raddy's cancellation due
pregnancy, is his own front act.
Tickets are $1.50 on sale at the
PUB ticket booth between 1O' ;00
and 2:00, and will be available at
the door.

rto,,- "LIVING FREE"
~'7.00 _?jlY
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Pol. Sci. Profs Surveyed On Elect.ions
By lellanl WIiiiama

~

Richard Milhouse Nixon will win
the 1972 Presidential election,
unfortunately.
This is the
general attitude of the people .
who "know"--Eastern's politic.al
science professors.
The profs
basically agree that the incumbent President will win again this
year although none of them
indicate abundant enthusiasm
for Mr. Nixon.

- - - - -- -

- - --- ------ - - - - - -

What they do not agree on is the
degree of the victory.
Dr.
Schuster says, "Nixon will win
overwhelmingly.
Given the
proper odds, McGovern won't
take more than the District of
Columbia and possibly Massachusetts.". Dr. Herold says, "I
frankly don 't believe that
McGovern is that far behind."
And Dr. Mahoney statgd, 'Tm a
big believer in the polls; I think
they are quite capable indicators
of the way people will vote, and
right now the polls show that the
voters favor Nixon."
But Dr.
Hossom feels the race will be a
lot closer than the polls show
now. He said, "The lateness of
the shift to Hubert Humphrey in
1968 indicates the same thing
could happen to McGovern--even
enough to win."

· Niel Zimmerman
Of course, all of the professors
give McGovern a chance, however remote it may seem. Dr.
Gehlert feels that the recent Viet
Nam peace negotiations may
hurt Nixon more than help him,
providing voters toke the view
that Nixon kept the U.S. in the
war up until election time at the
expense of hundreds of lives,
just to further his campaign. This
reasoning,
Gohlert
believes,
masy cause a substantial number
of voters to turn to McGovern.
But a few other profs expressed
the view that the American
public is so fed up with the Viet
Nam issue that they wi II ignore
the past and look only for an
immediate solution, regardless
of who brings it about.
Anothe r
way
McGovern 's
chances could be boosted is, says
Dr. Mahoney, "If some bizarre
event happens to make the
President look really bad; for
example, the wires of the
Watergate bug could be traced
to the President's bedroom.
Another way would be for
McGovern to very skillfully begin
to identify himself as a traditional Democrat. To do this he'd
have to harp on ~conom_i_
c~
- - - matters which, so far, he has not
done."

McGovern thought it had and
now he is actually penalized by
the image of his supporters.
"McGovern has assumed that
there is some hidden majority he
could move, much like Barry
Goldwater assumed in 1964."
Dr. Bell stated, "The incumbent
President has failed to alienate a
sizable number of the electorate.
They are pretty well satisfied.
Those in the middle have been
unwilling to commit themselves
because of the radical image of
McGovern that's played up."
A plus for Nixon emphasized by
most of the professors was his
· foreign policy achievements-especially the Chinb and Russia
trips. The majority of the profs
felt the attitudes generated by
those trips have been a great
boost to Nixon's campaign. But
one prof, Dr. Bell, felt that the
trips looked good on the surface
to the public but, in reality, were
not effective advancements in
foreign policy.
"Domestically, Nixon is a disaster," Zimmerman stated a~d
expressed the sentiment of m9st
of the profs. Several agreed tticit'
the economy is a "mess" as
described by Dr. Schuster. But
Herold feels that "Economic
problems have out-stripped our
economic theory, so there is a lot
of milling about trying to find
solutions. But no matter who is
President we will still have
problems with the economy."
Regarding the Eagleton affair,
the profs were not in agreement
as to the effect it had on the
McGovern campaign. · Some felt
"dumping" Eagleton seriously
hurt McGovern's chances, and
some felt It made no difference.
Schuster
commented,
"McGovern had a chance, a long
one, until the Eagleton affair.
That damaged his idealist image
and scarred his decisiveness."

with a traditional Democrat as a
can d 'd
I ote b ecause th ere wou Id
be some basic guidelines for
"If h e
M cG overn ,s d'1recti on.
were we Id e d tot h e party, there
would be no need for such
concern, but he h as a b an d oned
the party and his governing

principles are very unclear. The
sum total is that McGovern is a
largely unidentified quantity. "

Some
professors
questioned
McGovern 's ability as o leader.
Zimmerman feels the Democratic candidate has made some
foolish
moves--such
as
his
suggestion to pull everything
salvagable out of Viet Nam and
his proposal to remove the wage
and price controls. "McGovern
didn't do his homework on some
- - - of his pol ides-:- zr~mer-man said.
Mahoney
remarked
t hat
McGovern is incredibly naive-not so much on policy issues as
on basic government principles.
He cited McGovern 's proposal to
create an independent commission to oversee the President
and his recommendation of
Ramsey Clark •for Attorney
General.
"He might be inco. .,able of leading--he might be a
fool
in
some
instances, "
Mahoney stated.
The picture the poly. sci. people

.

point for George McGovern 1s
Most of the professors
.bleak.
.
indicated
they
support
McGovern
although
tpey
also
. .
h
indicated
that
..
h t • e support
th was
·
not overw. e 1ming 1Y en usia s1
tic. " Dr.
d Zimmerman
th ·
tt't dprobab yt
O
summe . utpl eihr
ihu ets tmods
oppropno e Y w en e s a e ,
" If you ' re not voting for
McGovern , you 're voting for
Nixon, . which
is
the
best
argument I con think of to
support McGovern ."
~~;;G;;;:;a~~

David Bell

Supporter Views President
by Charlie Countryman
President Nixon and Vice President Agnew represent the "new
majority," according to Dr.
Hubert Mills, Assoc. Prof. of
Management, who is active in
Spokane County's Committee to
Re-Elect the President. Mills was
interviewed in an attempt to get
beyond the nebulous slogans
and f Iashy ads, so voters. at
Eastern would hove some idea of
what Nixon really stands for.
Mills, whose nephew is MIA,' said
Nixon inherited the Vietnam war
and has been making every
attempt to bring about a
honorable peace. He said Nixon
has reduced troop strength in
Vietnam from 500,000 to 50,000.
When questioned about the
increased air and naval activities
from neighboring areas, Mills
said this was done in order to
force Hanoi to talk peace.
Concerning the peace talks, Mills
said that at this time very little is
definite, but "I just hope a
ceasefire comes about."
Con ·erning the Watergate affiar
and other alleged espionage and
sabotage activities against the
Democratic Party and its candidates by Nixon supporters, Mills
said that Nixon strongly supports
the two party system and "will
co-operate with authorities who
should be looking into this
incident." Mills charged that
Senator McGovern was attempting to destroy the Democratic
Party by his convention tactics
and the M cGovern 's organization
had conducted espionage activities against Republicans.

Mills said that while McGovern
talks about tax reform, Nixon
has enacted the only two tax
reform measures in 18 years.
Also, he said that Nixon hos
removed 12 million people in
low income brackets from the
tax roles. Mills claimed that
McGovern's proposed tax reforms would include the removal
of the double exemption for
persons 65 and over and
exemptions for home mortages
and medical payments, which
would directly increas·e the tax
burden on the average American. Mills also claimed that it
would take a l 00 per cent tax
increase to pay for McGovern's
programs.

Mills criticized McGovern's attacks o,:t industry. He said
industry supports Nixon, because Nixon encourages industrial growth in employment. When
asked about the McGovern
charge that Nixon favors big
business and special interests
over workers and small business, Mills said that Nixon was
forced by circumstances to enact
unpopular measures such . as
wage and price controls, but " in
the long run he (Nixon) has the
individual's interests at heart."
Mills made the point that as a
general rule, the profits of big
business have gone down.
Mills charged that "McGovern is
rural farm orientated and does
not understand urban problems. "
He said that McGovern does not
have a strong domestic policy.
Mills claimed that it would take
on additiona l $152 billion to put

McGovern's programs into effect. In contrast to McGovern 's
alleged rhetoric , Mills said N ixon
has taken action through programs such as revenue sharing,
tax reform, and his attacks on
cr ime, especially his attack on
drug pushers. Mills said " Nixon
wishes to restore as much power
to the states os he possibly can ,
oner to cut down on t he size of
the Federal government."

In general, Mills emphasized his
belief that Nixon represents the
overage American compared to ,
McGovern's representation of
special interests.

presents:

OPENING
TONIGHT!
"On The Side
01 The Angels"
by Glenn Hughes

Playing:
Nov. 2,3,4,
9,10,11,
16,17,18
ALLS.EATS
RESERVED!
Spokane - TE 8-5271
Cheney - 359-7841

Robert Herold

A major criticism of McGovern
by sev e ral of the profs was that
he is rather "undefined"--he has
failed to make his osition clear.
Dr.Herold stated, "Last summer
McGovern promised a campaign
strictly on tho i ssue!r, but has
A variety of reasons was given spent probably 75 per cent of his
for McGovern's poor showing in
time on personalities--calling
the polls. One reason that Nixon . Nixon a rat and o louse and a
has effectively accomplished one
liar. The only issue that has
of the most important things--he
come out at all is Viet Nam and
has taken over the middle. Dr.
that is one which the President
Zimmerman said that the middle has support on." Dr. Mahoney
had not moved as much Qs
wovld feel mQr~ c;Qmfortal,le

Admission-$1.00
EWSC
STUDENTS
Limited quantity of
· xcnange Coupons for
FREE Admission avai Iable at PUB Info. Desk.
SHON ID CARD!
You must make· reservations in addition to
having an exchange

··'
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Candidate
Endorsement A Step Toward
Reader Pi llerage

'E:3'
•

•

Journalisim in the rea l world has a big influence on both th e
minds and the actions of the American people .
..,

In the case of endorsing a political car,didate, both sides of
an issue can be represented well by print ing selected portions
of deeds and quotes that make eacl man a star.
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~::: be on artist you must suffer," and
•·
beleives this to be a truism. As
!:.!:. an artist, rm not suffering....
:::: indeed, I'm doing quite well, by
:::: working full time ofter school to
(::: finance the materials and other
•··
:;:; commodities I need to achieve
:;:: my
objectives .
Now
why
:::: shouldn't I buy a $5.00 license
;:;: plot holder to benefit the needy
:j:l Athletic fund?
••
Because
on
in,t eresting
di:~: chotomy exists here. If I, as on
:;:: artist, con shell out the cash for
[:[: the tools of' my -trbde, why
;::: shouldn't a football player shell
;:;: out the cash for his uniforms and
••
;:;: tickets? I don 't see the student
••
:::: body filling my gos tank every
: _,: . time I go to Seattle ta enter an

I

Don 't be duped by unilateral opinions from one source. If
yo u wa nt all the facts, balance your reading and take all poin ts
into consideration. The truth is far beyond reading your
evening newspaper. Th e intelligent man looks be yond his
nose and sees ihe thrown-out news between the lines.
Election 72 is the biggest national news The Eastern er has
covered in 4 years . This information is thickly covered b y
nearly all papers.

:;::
::.::.
::.::.
;:;:
··
([[(

Unlike a majorit y of those papers, The Easterner has failed to
come up with a candidate endorsement, mainly because we
fee l t hat an educated decision cannot be made from the
influence of one man 's opinion, be he an editor of a college
newspaper, or the loud cranky drunk in a bar .

i:_1=.i:_,1:

Athletic Fund? NeedW ou ask?

~~"c::i:::''·

:•:•
-:·:
:;:: Dear Editor:

r
:;:;:
:;:;:
~:;:
.. .
•:•:·
)

We have tried to remain basically unbiased during this
campai~n w ith a sincere effort to bring you, the reader, a
proportion of the truth, Jeft open for your interpretation.

:i

Come November 7th, Ea,stern 's students may or may not be
brainwashed and propagandized on the issues of the
election. If they have been, we hope we're not to blame. If
you take the time not to believe everything you hea.r or read,
and be sound in fact, not opinion, then your vote wi ll be
worthy of you . The polls t hat day will be wa iting.

This past weekend, editors, associate editors and various
managing editors from five of the state's six four-year college
newspa pers met in Ellensberg, and made a landmark
decision.

exhibit or buy supplies I can't get
here. Why om I a tight wod when
it comes to donating 1 percent of
my yearly earnings to the

:::: Ripped-off

And even though we are not really in the "real" world, but on
ca mpus, the office has been swa mped with all kinds of
political propaganda and "news releases".

•:•:
:,:,
,:,:
:,:,
,;.;

!:~

.,,..~.11iu-~,~
:n;::..... .,...__n;....,

•tF Mc40VERN WINS. IM 001~ HOME ANI> MY

DAl>'S (OMIN6

ro

(ANAl>A."

Courtesy Publisher-Hall Syndicate

a letter from McGovern stating
that he was going to own all the
businesses ." While I reali ze this
article is composed primorily of
opinion, this one statement is
presented as a fact and as such
h Id b
b' t t
f'
; . ou
e su 1ec
o con irmaion.

Athletic artists?

::-:

A nd how are these well thought o;;t, truth -in-black-and-white
endorsements made? Not out of research . Not even out of
taking time to evaluate the candidates stand on the issues.
They are made by promises of the candidates that they can
do something for you. A newspaper looks at a candidate
solely from the viewpoint of how he can benefit them, not
their rea ders.

Ed Bruneau

:~i
~ijl

~:i: Rob Reed cleverly states that "to

This in turn, whether admitted or not, has an influence upon
the ~ewspapei''s readers , as they read the selected news and
actually ha ve no concept of the m :-,terial that didn't appear
beca use of the paper'.s endorsem t.nt policies.

those sick perverted few who
leech off others. Today, when
throwing a kegger or party, it Is
only inevitable that you hove to
hide anything of possible value,
or it will get stolen. No one con

::::
:::: T th Ed't
I
:::: 0
e
ors :
::::
.
:•:• I disagree with a comment mode
in lost . weeks letters to the hove just a good fun time party
:;:: editors' column regarding the without guarding every room for
·••• removo I o f D r. M ox Ra ff arty on d pilfferers. Hell, we are just as It
:•:•
Id
t
th t
•:•:
,
.
poor as you are why steal from
wou
seem o me a a man
:,:, Joeseph Alsop s column in order
·•
·
h
·
·
f
'd t
•:•:
..
h
.
us?
w o 1s running or pres, en
:•:•
·
t e as f ew
•:•: ,to use t dat page to . discuss
..
wou Id a ti emp t t o a 11eno
:::: current stu ent re 1oted issues.
I
' bl
Thi
t t
•,•.
We threw a kegger last week peop e as poss, e .
s s a e1:(: A
't I
d
d
d
h
and $200 worth of personal ment has just the opposite effect,
•... ren
ow on or er an w at
d b
f
,
·
· d
•:•; t k
I
•
'h
N'
..mer-ehondise was stolen. All that an
ecause o this I am incline
:•:• a es
p ace in
t e
1xon
·
,
h
· ·
:::: d · ·
·
d
I
d we can ask that if anyone knows to question its out ent1c1ty. I
..•• a mm1strat1on stu ent re ate
b 1·
th E t
Id b
f
-;.: ,
the where abouts of these
e 1eve e as erner cou
e o
:::: issues? Or ore we to forever
t
·t
d
b
·
:•:·
.
h .
articles it would be deeply grea 1 service o I s reo ers y
,-•l remain as opal et1c and unfeelth
hi
·
t ' t·
h
,.-. ·
b
h
k
I
·
opprec,·oted '1f you ·vould contact
oroug Y mves 190 mg sue
·
'
b f
th
·:-:, mg a out w at to es p ace in our
:,:,:
·
us. In the mean time we will statements
e ore
ey arr
·:•:· country as we ore on our
· t d I th
h
:,:,:
? {
d
f choke up a prayer for those prm e . n
e case w ere (
::::: co.mpus. Aroun ~ 1 percent o
perverted maggots who insist on tangible orticle like a letter is
.;.:, this compus voted in the recent
·
I d th'
h Id 't b
:-:· I t'
)
depriving us from freedom.
mvo ve
1s s ou n
e 1oo
8
••••
d'ff'
'
I etter con b e
:::: ec ions.
1 ,cu II . If t h 1s
:::: Th I
Signed,
obtained I· would like to see it
ij:j K ~~ 1 x~u ,
run on the front page and its
:::: a Y
en
Marilee Simpson
origin authenticated. I think this
;:;:
Lourie Anderson
· is especially important in view of
::::
Cecilia Meade
the charges of sabotage which
Janet Matsumoto
hove been leveled against the
Kim Strauss
Committee
to
Re-elect
the
•
President.
\::: Dear Editor,
····
.

:):i

EDITOR
Ed Bruneau
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f Keep Rafferty

?
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Letters lo the Editor

;:::

Charter Member, Washington State College Newspaper Association

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Brian Motta z
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WELL EB) YA \,,/ANTA
MAKE IT A CLOSE ONE
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Scared of
pot H ea d

Sincerely
Richard Boll

Dear Editor:

anonymous letter to be printed
inspired this writer's anonymous
I do not wish to
response.
remain anonymous because I om
ashamed or afraid to hove my
views publically aired but rather
because O person that feels
anyone "should be lined up
against O wall and shot-a 1
'Che'" is someone to be afraid
of!
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OUT OF THE WOODWORK
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Flowers

The precedent set by you in the
October 25th edition of the
EASTERNER by allowing on

»
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r f lo U rs?
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There is only one logical choice :::::
for the Eastern mascot name. We :;:;:
should do as the pros do and ::i:I
hove O name that helps promote .-.-.
the local oreo and industry.
:;:/
Cheney 's big industry is of course ;:;:
the flour mill. So in the same :J:i
spirit that created the Houston :;:: ~~~
Oilers ond the Pittsburgh Steel- .;:;: "IUOl\11'11 flXr
The' language used and the
·••·
ers we should be called the ::::
statement thoj the student hod
·•••·
/
Eastern Washington State Flours. :::::
been a business major here for
::i:(
.
over five years makes a person
I
••
Sincere y ,
wonder about the valid.ity of thgt _Gory L. Breneman
;::::
wiriter's point that "bush hasn 't
f
••
Assistant Pro essor of Chemistry :::::
screwed me up none." A five
..
::;:
year college student at least
"•'•'
should be able to write a proper
~j~

-,

IJ~

°

'SPEAK UP-I CAN'T HEAR YOU!"

QilJ

::l

f~;'.~~!~f.~~t~t~·;'~,:r,
believe

"normal"

people

like

that are O definite minority in
this community {or any community) and for that I say thank

Ed:,: a P sh

0: ~

O

P

This quarter it seems that the
h
f
h
Focus as o new ormot, wit out
the swap shop. No individual
announcements or advertisements. The some gets printed,
day in, day out, the only change
being the PUB menu .

whatever you believe in for we
To steal {stee l) 1. To toke and need help if that type of person
carry
owoy
feloniously;
to is the type that will soon be
thieve, rob, purloin, pi lfer, sock, setting examples for our childreri.
loot, pillage, abduct, in other
words to " rip-off."
This may be trivial, but in a
Th e monumen t a I m ·sconcept'
i on .
brooder perspective
it seems to
1
•
•
•
•
h tt d ,
It· nor
th
reflectamomfoultatEostern .. .. .
t a o oy s revo u 10
y you
h
f b ·
b' ·
·
'd 1· t'
ware
t e preten se o
emg a 1g-t1me
,s on I ea ,s 1c, a
new
.
't
breed, extolling virtu es of truth, Dear Ed:
univers, Y·
goodness, and honesty, is the
A
.
.
most horrendous fallacy ever to This i s In reference to the article f" tdo university, hit's di f.ficublt to
b
E t n 's campus
m your own sp ere. 1ve een
e seen on as er
.
'who is your choice for president
h
b f
d h
Th'1s new b ree d ·,s noth mg
'
b u t on d w h y " w h 1
' c h oppeore d in t h e I Eire e ore on
ave
II gotten
k .
I
1· k'
· g maggots October 26,h ·,ssue of the ost. Here at Eastern, a I as 1s
s in mg, spongm '
h
b
II
d
f'
d
If
d to get what they can For Easterner. In that article "OU t at I e O ows to '" myse ·
reoy .
f .
ff.
,
those innocent o np-o s we quoted Koren Smith of Davenoffer no malice or prejudice, but port who sold: "My father is a Sincerely·
David Wenokur
this message is directed to business owner and he received 822 5 h Ch
t
eney
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Four-year college newspapers organized for the first time in
history into a grouping officia ll y termed the Washington
·
State Co llege Newspaper Association.

·,

- -~F~
r o=m noi,v QD, t h~_dforts of this newslliJP.er wi ll include the
efforts of severa l other newspapers, as well as the necessary
indi vidual efforts.
AD MANAGER-DICK ST. JOHN -STAFF REPORTERS INCLUDE : Butch
Brown, Charley Countr ym an, Jill Harstad, Nola Leyde, Kerry Lynch, Robert
Reed, Georgene Sandbak, Cynthia Smith, Judy Sine, Kathy Wilcox, Leilani
William s, and Leon Bowsky-Editorial Cartoonist-Pat Berry. The Easterner is
printed weekly except holidays, and periods immediately preceding holidays.
The Easterner Office is located at the Eastern Washington State Waller W. Isle
Memorial Union Building, College and G Streets, Cheney, Washington, and is
published by the Associated Students of EWSC. All editorial opinions expressed
in The Easterner are those of their authors, where signed, or of The Easterner,
and do not necessarily represent those of the Associated Students, the faculty, or
administration of EWSC .
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Reporter On Sce~e

Visits Hall ''Before McGovern Arrives''
By Mick Mellor
It is 10: 10 a.m. Saturday morning
and I'm sitting in an almost
empty Kennedy Pavilion.
McGovern people are scurrying
around finishing last minute
preparations before the influx of
people attack the pavilion floor
for the closest position to see
enafor McGovern.

montage of people--senior citizens, adults, students, small
children--all adjusting their bodies in the best position to see the
Senator.

Cameramen are setting up their
lights, cameras and microphones
to get every action and word by
the presidential candidate.

An older couple are sitting near
by, decorated in McGovern
paraphernalia and holding a sign
saying "Aged for. McGovern".
Both are as excited as the
younger McGovern supporters to
hear the man they think will help
them in the next four years.

Outside in the cold fall day,
people are coming
in
all
directions
to
the
Gonzaga
University campus, like a pilgrimage, to hear the senator
from South Dakota speak.

Only 20 minutes hove elapsed
since arriving on the pavilion
floor and already the seating is
over half filled and the pavilion
floor is rapidly being covered by
people.

Now the doors open to the
pavilion floor and like flood
gates opening, the people make
a mod rush for all available seats
and floor space. People with
cameras,
posters,
McGovern
buttons and hots, all eager for
the 11 :30 a.m. arrival of Senator
McGovern.

I ask an older lady why she has
come. She replies, "I want to
help o'ld I'm a strong Democrat.
As long as we have as fine a
team as the McGovern-Shriver
ticket in the Democratic Party,
I'm not going to turn turncoat. All
the Democratic Politicians are
pretty good fellas."

You

"I came with curlers in my hair .tc

look around

and

see a

AL'SFORCHEVRON
HEADLIGHT
AIMING-I

Many people are still scurrying
around, not taking time to listen
to the music, concentrating only
on finding a place to sit or stand.

The people ' start taking pictures
an hour before the Democratic
Presidential candidate arrives,
wanting to catch all the spectac e
of the day.

People ore waving to their
friends who have just come into
the avilion, hoping to get their_ _ _....;__...;.._;_.......:...~-......:
attention because they have
saved a seat.

Already the adrenalin is rising in
the crowd. Many eyes are
looking at their watches to see
how mu'-h longer, but not really
caring, knowing in time McGovern will be here.

People again look at their
watches, anticipating only ten
more minutes till they will be
able to see McGovern.

And still, people are thronging
into the pavilion wave after
wave.

You can feel the anticipation in
the crowd. Each time the crowd
clops for a song the band has
finished, it Is a little louder and
filled with more excitement.

Sections marked off for V.I.P.'s,
senior citizens and the press
have disappeared and a combination of old and young, rich
and poor, the important and
unknown, all coming together
seeking to hear the man they
want to put their faith in as
President of the Uinited States.

The doors of the pavilion·
entrance hove been locked
because of fire regulations, thus
allowing no more people to
come in.

At 11: 10 o.m. a bond comes onto
the .. stage to piety .till Mc~overn
arrives. The music, a sou'nd
between Lawrence Welk and
Three Dog Night, Is easy to the
ears of both the old and the
young.

...

in Cheney

The pavilion is packed but
people are still cramming in,
seeking a view of the stage
where the South Dakota Senator
will speak.

A McGovern director hurrys
around looking for some press
passes for men who forgot
theirs. He finds o few and sighs
as another minor problem has
been solved.

Chevron
•'"'

The dignataries are now Introduced as they step onto the
stage, eventually leading up to
the introduction of Senator
McGovern.

get a good seat," continued the
lady, "but I don't care if he
doesn't come till 6 :00 p.m., I'm
staying here."

••••[I/Al (l[I

The Senator is an hour late. But
with only a few minutes till he
arrives, which ends up being
another half hour, the crowd
becomes enthralled with the
music and by each person that
steps onto the stage.
Every few minutes a man makes
another statement as to when
McGovern will arrive. Each time
he steps to the microphone, the
crowd hushes. "Only ten more
minutes/' he announces. The
crowd applauds. . .
One more ironic. delay--the
McGovern caravan has been
delayed at a train crossing.

ONLY $5.25

The TV cameras ore now focused
and turned on, readying to
r~cord the excitement of the day.
Senator Magnuson is introduced.
He speaks a few words on the
excellent qualificiations of Senator McGovern. And then before
he can speak the words to
introduce McGovern, the crowd
is on its feet, clapping, yelling
and waving McGovern signs, all
in support of the man they back
for the Presidency,
The crowd continues its thundering ovation 'for the P.emocratic
Senator, not letting up for three
or four minutes.
Then, as all eyes focus on
McGovern and all ears strain to
hear each of the Senator's
words, the Presidential hopeful
begins to talk--an hour and a half
ldte but unimportant to the
hushed crowd.
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Economic Shadow Of Referendum Revealed
By Rob Reed
this year the voters of Washington state will be faced with the
larg.e s·t number of initiatives,
refer.endums, bond issues and
proposed consti'tutional amendments in the stqte's history.
If you hove looked through y(?ur
official voter's pamphlet read it
and come up with clear concise
answers, stop-this article is not
tor yo4.
ow- tt'ie rest oi- yocrsettle--back
and we'll start. I talked ' to Dr. .
Paul Helsing of the Economics
department one afternoon and
he helped me straighten out the
mess. First a few definitions. An
initiative is a law or proposal
made up by the people (people
as opposed to other forms of life
i.e. legistators).
When the
people get enough signatures on
petitions they are given to
Olympia and they are put on the
ballot.
A referendum is a
proposal by the legislators that
has to be passed by the people.
This is usually because it
involves some constitutional
change.

Washington) have the monopoly
by the State. Looking only at the
profit (assuming the taxation
would be unchanged--atthough
there would be some license
fees that would markedly increase) Washington's business
enterprise in liquor last year
produced about $32 million in
profit.Because of the inelastic
demand and the efficiency of the
state operation this profit was
turned with approximately
25,000 employees. (The small
number- of-f.r-er-1cl:t ised-op.er:a!ions
(such as in Cheney) are difficult
to include in this type of on
analysis). Minnesota (a free
enterprise state with a compareable · population and geographic
diversity) employs approximately 47,000 in the alcoholic
beverages industry. I am convinced that competition will
· result 'in reduced prices, greater
selection, greater conv~nience,
plus a greater tax base (B&O,
Property, etc.) which w.ill come
close to covering the loss of the
prof its from the system. Immediately we will receive a
windfall when the state sells its
inventory of booze.

INITIATIVE NO. 276, . REFEREN·,
DUMS 24 AND.2~ ALL OF WHICH
RESTRAIN AND-OR REQUIRE CERTAIN REPORTING ON ELECTION
AND-OR LOBBYING

Now comes bond issues. This is
an interesting ar:,imol. By low
the State of Washi~gton can only
go $400,000 in debt. So when a
new road is proposed that would
put the state over that limit we.
·the voters, have to give our
permission. This explains why
we have a state debt of only
$400,000 when we have 10 bond
·debt of- over $743,000,000.
Now have we, all got that
straight? Good. Dr. Helsing is
the type of person everyone
must meet sometime in their
liv~s. A few years ago Helsing
became preturbed over the laws
that exempt churches from
paying taxes.
So he filed, a
petition with the state claiming
that the three vacant iots he
owns
hou!d be tax exempt
because they are the m·e eting
places for the Tasmanian Devil
Worshipers. The state after four
months returned his petition
claiming this church was not
recognized so he would have no
exempti.o ns. The funny thing is
that the law says nothing on
what constitutes a church. The
following are Dr. Herlsing's
explanations and opinions . on
various measures this year ..

NO. 258 CERTAIN CITIES··
GREYHOUND RACING
FRANCHISES
This is a gut issue and I favor it
basically because I have long
opposed the preferential treatment given to horse racing in
Washington. I fail to see a
distinction
between
a
dog
running and a horse running.
Since the u surption of class by
~flowing the man to sit right
down on the horse, I find horse
racing more subject to fraud by
the jockey being capable of
throwing the race. The fear of
ourside interest is reduced
(maybe not eliminated)
by
requiring 60 percent of the stoc~
be owned by Washington elec. tors--for five years. I am also
impressed by the collection of
$2,000,000 new tax dollars
(voluntarily contributed by bettors) for the licenclng cities.

puts this limitation in the
constitution. While I dislike
writing into the Constitution too
much, I think it is realistic to limit
property taxes by constitution
which can only be increased by a
vote of the people.

CHANGING CONSTITUTIONAL
DEBT LIMITATION FORMULA

I do not believe that a limi-t ation
on debt should be either
constitutionally nor statute established. Control of debt is
achieved by controlling expendiSJR 38 - SETTING OF COUNTY tures and-or tax receipts. Our
OFFICERS' SALARIES
current archach constitutional
limitation is $400,000--ExcepThe·old and decrepit constitution tions that have been carved from
of Washington provides that the this constitutional limitation
State Legislature fix the compen- makes the present ceiling a
a.t1on....oLall_c9unty Qfficers, and_ farce. The propqsed chan_ge at
constables in cities having more least makes the constitutional
than 5,000 population. This is a limitation a real limit on the debt
simple case to me which should of the state by allowing for
be changed
to
place the change in the state. It basrcally
responsibility for setting salary provides as follows: (1) a ceiling
levels on the county. The county on the debt established by the
sets the tax rates and they amount which 9 percent of the
should not be able to say their average states tax income ( over
salaries are the responsibility of a three year period) can pay off
someone else. County com- in 30 years-- including principle
missioners would (by another and interest (2) exceeding this
section of the Constitution) be ceiling can only be accomplished
prohibited from raising their to suyppress insurrection or
salaries while in office.
defend the state in war. (3) debt
within this ceiling can be
incurred by the state only with
the vote of 60 percent of the
HJR I TAX EXEMPTIONS
legislature. The major import
PERIODIC REVIEW
will not be expand or contract
the current debt, but it will give
This becomes a rather compli- us a better credit rating and
consequently reduce our interest
cated issue--you do not vote on
rate.
do we exempt non-profit organi
zation's property from tax or do
HJR47
we not exempt such property but
rather we are asked if the State
This one is basically aimed at
Constitution should require the
correcting the real problem
Legislature to review exempfaced by school boards in getting
tions
(except for religious)
out the vote--especially in off
periodi~ally. I strongly believe
year elections: It is important to
that if o group (cemetary,
nn
u
n u nn
'
u ...., nu
uu ,nrr....-ctern uu
n nn....-n
veterans, relief, Library, Orphanage, retirement, nursing home,
hospital, humane society, sheltered · workshop, o_r home for
fallen women-fallen · men are
not eligihl~ .for such benef.its) is
given an exemption from paying
taxes it should not be granted in
perpetuity but subject to review.
The current value of Non-Profit
private property in Washington
is about one billion dollars. I also
... '
am unable to understand the
wi'llingness of the citizenry to
"My company, Penn Mutual, has
pay taxes on campers, snow
mobiles, mini-bikes etc. while
developed ;i hrand new plan spenot · looking at the c;urrent
cifically for college seniors and gradexemptions we give boat owners
uate st udents.
by exempting pleasure boats·
"It not only provides the same life
from taxes. You need only look
insuranct protection you'd expect to
at the large yachts in Seattle and
buy when you're through school . ..
ask why shouJdn't we tax the
it
does it right now, even if_you're on
$500,000 pleasure boat as
a tight hudget and working part
property when we do it for a
time.
$500 camping trailer. Currently
w e have close to o quarter of a
"Let me give you the facts. It'll
billion dollars ·jn pleasure . boats
take just IO minutes, and believe me,
in Washington.
it's w_orth IO minutes. Phone me or

.......

.......

"I can show you how to
have the Life Insurance
you need-:on your
present budget!"

INTIATIVE NO. 44 .. STATUTORY
TAX LIMITATION ... 20 MILLS AND
SJR I CONSTITUTIONAL TAX
LIMITATION - ONE PERCENT
To principles are at work in my
feelings on this' subject now (1) I
find the property tax an unfair
way of distributing the burden of
government and (2) the Supreme
Court in all likelihood will rule
that the property tax is not a
legal way in w:hich to finance
education since it distributes the
cost of providing an education
(constitutionally a responsibility
of the State) on the value of the
particular school district. Initiative 44 limits property taxes on
the archaic mill in statute. On the
otherhand the SJR 1 limits the
property tax
in
terms of
percentage of volue--something
that is easi ly understood--and

use the coupon."
~

· RAY CATALANO
E.59 Queen,
Spokane
HU 9-5713

r---------------------------,
To: RAV CATALANO
I

REG:

I
I
I
I
I
I

98C-

CLOSEUP TOOTHBRUSH
W/ FREE TOOTHPASTE

·s ALE:

49$

--------rf0-:-2tn---ucn.1~1s--s-vucENSED RETAILERS
This is a real economic issue and
tests our belief in the competitive system against a monopolistic one. The fact is that 32 states
hove free enterprise liquor
systems, two monopoly states
leave the retail field open to
private enterprise, and 16 (like

note that it does not change the
60 percent requirement to poss a
bond issue (something that has
been
cha I lenged
on . _th~
grounds of one man one vote).
All it really does is perscribe the
total number of yes votes in
terms of the last general election
saying that rather than make it.
possible to defeat a levy by not
· voting it must be defeated by
voting no. It provides that in
addition to being 60 percent of
the total votes cast in the levy
election. the yes votes (not the
toto'I vote) be at least 60 percent
of the votes which would hove
been required under the existing
constitutional provision. As an
example, if 10,000 people voted
in a district at the lost general
election the present low would
require that to validate a bond
issue 4,000 people must vote
and of that 4,000 at ·least 2,400
muust favor the levy. The
prqposed constitutional amend. ment would only affect this if
less than 4,000 voters turn out. It
does moke it possible for the
levy to pass providing that at
least 60 percent of the presently
required number of voters vote
yes. If only 3,400 voters turn out
and voted 2,400 yes to 1,000 no
presently the levy would fail (not
40 percent--although 70 percent
of those voting favored the levy).
The change would allow validation of the levy since in addition
to being more than 60 percent of
the votes cost the yes votes is
equal to at least 60 percent of
the present 40 percent require-.
ment to validate the election.

OWL

Name

I
I
I
I
I ,

:

Address

:

I
I

Ci'ty

1

Co llege year

E.59 Queen-Spokane
Yes, please call me with the facts about Penn Mutual's
special life insurance plan.

State

hone

Best time

10

Zip
ca ll

I
I

-------1I

.

L---------~-----------------J

PHARMACY

THE PENN MUTUAL

120 f SJ.

Ph. ·235-4100

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Independence Sq uare, Philadelphia, Pa . • Founded 1847
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Savages FalJ!r in Late
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Fourth Quarter Rally Saves Wildcats

-

By Norm Taylor

Intramur a ·1

After making the Central Wildcats look
like just another football team for three
quarters plus lost Saturday, the Eastern
Savages "let go" of a game they seemed
destined to win.

Stan~ings.
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
East Division
Street 1st
Raspberry D.
Dressler 2nd
Hawaii 5-0
Pearce 2nd
Busted Pros
Odds and Ends
Leroy Benson
West Division

w

The scenario was perfect for such an
2 o upset--the Savages had held Central to a
2 o - 14-point first - half-wt,, e getting one
~ ~ touchdown themselves--and were behind
1 1 by only 14 to 13 as the fourth quarter
O 2 began.

0 2
0 2

0 2
02
0 2

SCORES :
Lamb Chops 13, Fatino O
Owls 24, Jol l y Bs. 7
69ers 14, Fighting Cox O
Hawai i 5-0, total yards over Busted Pros
Streeter 1st 7, Odds & Ends 6
Dudes, toa l yards over Middle Digits
Rusty Ds . 20, Pikes 6
Slikkers 36, Pearce U O
ood , Bad , Ugly 19, Wick 12
AMERICAN BOWLING LEAGUE
Second Week Results
Tokawanee Ausc .
rd Floor Pearce
Primos
hite Trash
Octagons
Frog Hollow
No. 8

DISASTER STRUCK

0 2

After the . running of Phil Wheat and
David Leigh, a 15-yard pass from
freshman quarterback Dave Curtis to tight
end Scott Garske, and a personal foul had
given the Savages a first down at the
Central 9-yard line, disaster struck.
Curtis started to hand off to Leigh, and
was belted by a Central lineman. The ball
WL bounced into the hands of defensive back
7 1 Greg Bushaw.
6 2

4 4
2 6

08

Most si ngle game points-- Ken Schultz of Whi te
Trash , 197
W L
6 2
5 3
53
4 4

35
2 6

2 6
No .

EVERGR EE N CON FER ENC E SJ.ANJ;>f.NG S

W L PF

,

Then things began to fall in line fo;
Central on a cold and damp day that made
the field slippery, and later in the game,
bog-like. The Central defense came up
with the big play.

5 3
4 4 R.J. Williams, highly touted Central run-

NATIONAL BOWLING LEAGUE
Second Week Results
Appl e K nockers
P in Worms
M isfits
Super Doopers
TUL
Kl ut zy Bu tts
No. 8
Most p ins i n si n g l e gam e--J an ey Macke y , of
8, 179

PAWL

5 0 169 84 7 0
3 1 92 72 3 3
2 2 67 69 2 5

2
2 3
1
l

3 59 76
125 117
3 33 98
3 36 81

2
3
2
1

5

3

Magruder, with deceptive speed, caught
four passes for 91 yards, two of the
passes for scores.
Lightning struck twice, as on the nexJ
Central series Coen again heaved the
bomb to Magruder, beating the halfback
badly, for o 40-yard touchdown.

L

w L
~~
2o
2o

Lamb Chops
Frog Hollow
Owls
3rd Floor 69ers
F ighting Cox
Jolly Bs .
Fatino
Dough Boys

Cen t r a l Wash ington
Or egon Coll ege
W est ern Wa sh ington
Eastern Wa sh i ng ton
South ern Oregon
Eastern Oregon
Or egon Tech

G!.!!L

The score was set up ofter Eastern, witt-.
I ,,.;,.I.,.

,.,..d

~ ~ ·~·' '--' •

Wh.,.,.+ rnrrvin,..

• .. • ''-"" • "" .... ' • 1 •• •::,r

hnd
Jniled
·.-w. • ·

COSTLY INTERCEPTION
After the Eastern defense had. stopped
Central on downs at the Savage 19, young
Curtis threw a costly Interception that
thlevin' reserve linebacker Tim Dahl
returned to the 19. Coen hit Magruder for
10 yards, and the WIiiiams hit the line
twice, the last time for three yards and
the score.

+,,.

, ..,,-

pick up the first down on third-and-3 and '
fourth-and-three.
The score 30-13,
Eastern coach John Massengale brought
in senior quarterback Pe.t e Glindeman,
hoping that he could get the Savages
untracked. Eastern couldn't move, but
neither could Central on the next series,
and a short punt of 17 yards by Coen gave
Eastern good field position.
A clutch
fourth-down grab of a Glindeman poss by
Garske at the Central 29 kept the drive
going. A pass to Bobby Picard put the
Savages on the three-yard line.
Glindeman was unable to reverse the
trend of moving well in the middle of the
field, and then fumbling near the goalline.
He dropped the ball and linebacker Dave
Carpenter scooped it up, and raced 96
yards for the game-icing score.
Eastern added a .late touchdown to make
the score a bit more respect~ble, 36-19.
Glindeman hit spectacular Bobby Picard
for the final touchdown.

ning back, who was limited to but 58
SAVAGES FIRST
yards in this contest, did his best work of
the day in t~e following Central drive.
Two Williams' runs got the Cots up to their ' Eastern had gotten on the scoreboard first
25-yard line, and then their splendid after a fine punt return by Bink Picard to
quarterback, John Coen, scrambled out of the Wildcat 16. Curtis found Garske open,
the pocket to the 38. Two more Coen and the big tight end rambled in for six.
keepers later saw Central at the Savage The Savages missed a chance for a 10-0
38 with a first down. Randy Magr uder on lead when placekicker Gary Holmes
missed from 27 yards out. The Savages
an out pattern for 10 more yards.
had the Wildcats on the ropes on the next
john Van Deelen, left linebacker, then.
series. Curtis hit Picard for 15 yards on a
noi led Coen for a five-yard loss on a
sideline pass to The Central 15. Then
tremendous defensive effort.
An
came one of those " gadget plays."
incomplete pass later, the hirsute
Magruder found himself behind two Unfortunately for Eastern, it did not work.
Eastern defenders, and Coen hit him for Picard took the hondoff on a fake flanker
the 33-yard scor ing pass. Magruder's long reverse and lobbed a pass toward the end
reddish lo ck s, flowing out from under his zone. Safety Pot Maki inte rcepted the
helmet, were the object of d e rision from "dying quail" throw, and Central once
the fans earlier in the game. Hairy or not, again had avoided disaster.

--

Posses to Picard and Garske kept the
drive, originating from the Eastern
10-yord line, going, and Phil Wheat
smashed thro~gh the left side of the Cat
front wall for o first down at the Central
18 on a forth-down ploy. Garske was open
for 10 more yards, and then Dave Leigh,
looking stronger all the time at running
back, scooted the final eight yards to
score. The center snap on the extra point
eluded the place-holder, and so the score
remained 14-13.

Runners .F inish
Next to Last
in LaGr1;1nde
Eastern's cross-country team finished next
to last in a nine-team meet at LaGrande,
Ore. lost Saturday.
Coach Bob Barr said that the University of
Idaho was the first-place winner, with
Boise State second in the Eastern Oregon
Invitational.
Top finisher for Easterner was Pot Carey,
in 32nd place, with a time of 26:32. Bob
, Moplestone finished in 35th place, timing
1
26:53; Bruce Thornton, 36th place, 26:56;
and Demetri Johnson, 44th place, 27:54.
Barr said that Moplestone, a runner with a
host of achievements, is not in shape, not
pushing himself hard enough, and that
explains his failure to finish higher.

5

6

Defensive standout Joe Ortolf (34) slams Cent ra l running star R.J.
Williams (44) to snow-topped turf in action at Centra l-Eastern
football battle Saturday. The Eastern defense did a n•,mber on
Williams for the second straight year, limiting him to 58 yards. In
bottom picture, Eastern runner Kelly Durgan is met by linebacker Tim
Dahl (84), as Ed Laforce (87) comes up to help out. ·

-- - - -

Central added a second touchdown in the
second quarter on a five-yard toss from
Coen to Terry Anderson, giving the Cats a
14-7 halftime edge. Eastern scored the
only touchdown of the third stanza.

FOR ALL YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS ...

MOSMAN'S.
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN CHENEY/

-- -
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St:1vagettes Beat Oregon
The Eastern women's volleyball
traveling squad topped the
University of Oregon team
17-15, 10-9 at the Portland State
Invitational last Saturday.
It will be a long, slow and snowy.trek by bus this coming week-end
for the Savage football team as It traverses to La Grande, Ore. for a
football date with Eastern Oregon.
Eastern Oregon football strategy is offensive-minded, Eastern coach
John Massengale commented this week.
Among its offensive
approaches are 42 different formations, lots of quick pitches, and a
quick kick or fake kick or two thrown in for good measure. In short,
the team is obsessed with ga~get plays. On defense, EO goes 4-3
- ~ - and- 5-2cmd- biitzes safeties---a·n d- Hrrebackers;-soinetimeT wtth
complete abandon.

,was pleased with the g,rls
efforts against the high-caliber
competition.
A surprisingly
strong Portland State team beat
out the favored University of
Victoria squad for top honors,
with Oregon College of Education close b~hind.

The girls also split with the
University of Montana 8- 15, 15-9.
The squad, made up of the. best
Eastern volleyballers, lost to
Eastern Oregon 5-15, 11-15; the
University of Victoria 8-15,
10-15; Portland State 2-15, 5-15;
and Oregon College of Education
12- 15. 11-15.

Other schools that were represented at the invitational volley- ·
ball meet were Western, WSU,
Oregon State, University of
Washington, and Central.

'

in the t4urney, Miss Parsons
said.' Sandy Hale of Eastern
sprained her ankle at the all-day
meet.

Basketba II Team
Manager Needed
All those interested in becoming
a manager for the junior varsity
basketball team should contact
Joe Folda, freshman coach, on
campus, extension 2461 .

Physical education- majors or
Chrfs -Bige ow, Pam Park, and - those interested in coacning
Mary Rubright were outstanding basket are encouraged to apply.

Beth Parsons, CO?ch, said she

Massengale is not taking Eastern Oregon lightly. Last year, the
Savages were ahead 41 to 13 at halftime, and ended up winning by
only three points, 48-45. It is not definite if Glindeman will be ready
to start or play much; there is still a lot of oain in his hand from a
broken thumb. Starting offensive tackle John Madson is out for the
season ~ith a knee injury .
A face-saving 5-5 record is still plausible--besides EO, the Savages
have a home date against hard-luck Western Nov. 11 and the finale,
a road game against College of Idaho Nov. 18. Colle$Je of Idaho has a
young team this year, Massengale said, the kind that plays
exceptionally well one week, and poorly the next.
Massengale was generally pleased with the team's effort against
Central last week.

&&OON
YOUR DIAL!

"We had n,o problem stopping their veer offense, although the
play-action passes gave us some difficulty in the late-going. We ran
the ball well against them, and equaled them in total yardage (404).
We considered ii
outstanding effort to get inside the Central
20-yard line eight times. But we only scored three of those times,
with five mistakes stopping us the rest of the time.

an

"The difference, as it has been so often this year for Central, was
their sophomore quarterback, John Coen. We recruited him as a
running back, and he is an agile signal-caller whose throwing
accuracy has improved tremendously at Central."
Massengale said he did not regret the plays that saw Bobby Picard
thrown an interception on a fake flanker reverse and the Savages fail
to pick up a first down on fourth down in the fourth quarfer.
"Picard has as strong an arm as most of the qu.arterbacks in the
Evergreen Conference, stronger than some. We ran the play six
times in practice, and scored six times against our defense. The ball
was slippery and wet, and it slipped out of his hand as he let it go.
The intended receiver, Steve Farrington, was wide open in the end
zone.
"As for the fourth down play, we have picked up fourt~ downs in the
past, and at that stage of the ball game (behind 22-13) we needed to
gamble."

ERRORITE™ :1,~~~~0RE
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MARRIED COLLEGE STUDENTS
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"VOICE OF THE STUDENTS!"
CAMPUS RAD 10 STATIONS KEWC AND KEWC-FM
RECEIVE LESS ~THAN 20% OF THEIR -OPERATING
BUDGETS FROM THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS.
FOR THIS REASON WE MUST SEll ADVERTISING
ON KEWC. T:HE FOLLOWING MERCHANlS
lND ORGANIZATIONS 4Rf HELPING PAY

THE COSTS OF YOUR RADIO STATION.
JOIN US IN THANKING THESE ADVERTISERS
FOR THEIR SUPPORT. BETTER YET,
DROP BY AND SAY THANKS IN P~RSON.
TELL 'EM KEWC SENT YOU!
JAREM KO MOTORS
N. 2020 Monroe - Spokane

VILLAGE PUB
2nd & Washington - Spokane

W. 107 - 9th Ave - Spokane

PARK INN TAVERN

Rte . 2 -

DAVE'S AUTO
Cheney

LIONS DEN
2nd floor PUB, - Cheney

KIMBROUGH UNION 76
W. 1428 2nd - Spokane

CHE NEY DEPT. STORE
415 - 1st - Cheney

DAIRY DELLI
111 F - Cheney

BACK DOOR TAVERN
N. 1227 Division - Spokane ·

RATCLIFFE FORD
402 - 2nd - Cheney

MYKESWEST
N. 222 Howard - Spokane

SAVAGE HOUSE
122 College - Cheney & Spokane

CHENEY BONL
1706 - 2nd - Cheney

GOOFY'S
407 1st - Cheney

TONN & COUNTRY TELEVISION
504 - 1st - Cheney

CHENEY DRUG
410 - 1st - Cheney

STAR LEATHER
W . 924 - 2nd - Spokane

PACIFIC NN CYCLE
W. 1214 1/2 Knox - Spokane

FONK'S VARIETY STORE
404 - 1st - Cheney

· MADDUX CLEANERS
409 - 1st - Cheney

BILL'S TAVERN
405 - 1st - Cheney

CONCERTS & COtWOCATIONS

WESTERN AUTO
420 - 2nd - Cheney

POLAR I NN TAVERN
N. 1626 Division - Spokane

1st and Pine - Cheney

GROOVE & SHUTIER
413 - 1st - Cheney

HUPPI N'S PHOTO & HI-Fl
W. 419Moin - Spokane

THE QUESTION MARK SHOP
W. 712 Main - Spokane

WOOD SHED PI ZZA
3207 E. Sprague - Cheney

DAZY DRIVE - IN
E. 311 5 Mission - Spokane

Cheney

CHET'S FLONERS

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Cheney

- - - - - - -- 1-F- Y-OJLW--O--lJ.LD-LlK.- - - - - - TO HELP SUPPORT KEVVC
AND kEWC-FN
AND GET YOUR COMMERCIAL
MESSAGE ACROSS AT THE SAME TIM £
CALL 359 - 2229!

" "
"" •
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Pre-$chool Open
for Handicappe~
By JIii Horstead

I

It is not hard for any normal fi ~st
grader to focus his attention o~~ a
particular subiect or follow a
simple direction, but for he
handicapped child these thi gs
1
may be impossible to ~o.

To meet the needs of these
children, the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped has provided funds to set up preschool
programs for handicapped children in rural areas.

Children who or~ eligible to join
the class are these who are
visually, mentally, or physically
handicapped, speech or language impaired, potentially educationally handicapped, hearing
impaired, multiply handicapped,
behaviorally disturbed, or normal with limited communication
and social skills.
To help
overcome these problems each
child is given special attention at
least once during the class
period. There will be no more
than twelve students in each
class, and parent volunteers will
be used daily.

JIM'S
SERVICE

A~TlfRE'flE

s1os gal.

Carryout.
your container
23S-6128
604-lst, Cheney

2 ·

1

J

6

4

?

B

11

9

12

1)

1?
20

It was for this purpose that the
BEH Early Education Program
opened its doors earlier this
month at the Campus School
with four students. several aids,
and the director, Mrs. Marjean
Scheele.
With the aid of audio-visual .
materials, puppets, records, picture cards, toys and other
1
learning devices, the children
will
learn the basic skills
necessary to prepare them for
school.
These skills include
being able to communicate,
follow directions, and the ability
to use objects like pencils,
scissors, and crayons.

PERMANENT-TYPE

1'uhlblwr s-ll11ll Syndi1·ult-

Mrs. Scheele remarked that the
emphasis should be on the child
and not his handicap.
This program is one of several in
Idaho which originated under the
direction of the Panhandle Child
Development Association .
Cheney is the only town in
Washington with such a program.

54

58
1

By EDWARD JULIUS

ACROSS
1, Early Explorer
S, Group ot Eight
10. American Inventor
14. Ceylon Aborigine
15, Baron
16, Wall Part
17. Help
18, Large Crowd
19. French River
20, Educator•
22, Natural Ability
24. Rabbit
25. Lounge About
26. Vacillates
29, Abhorred
)), Watch!ul
)4, Opera Singer
JS• Col umn Part, Var,
)6, Oirl'e Nickname
)7• Path
)8, Dog'e Name
)9. Comparative Word
40, Vandale
41, Speak
42. Place of Employment
44. Theater Employeee
45. llumpkin
46. To One Side
47, Move Quickly
SO, GHatene
54 , Sightseeing Trip
SS, _
Prome
57. Small Quantity
S8, Military Branch
59 ,
R11ich
60 . HI'itoric Ship
61. Style
62, Miae Berger
6), Growl

J22!.t!
1.
2,
),
4.

French State
Ceremonial Garment
Notion
Salinger Novel
5. Additional Ones
6. Task
7. Sailors
8. Finish
9.'Abetinence from Drink
10. Telll'l,Yeon ~ork
11, Plower Container
12 , East ot _
1). Kind
21 . Movie Cowboy
2). Beer
25. Overalls
26 , Loa Angeles Dietrict
27. Hawaiian Greeting
28 . Corrupt
'
29. Girl's Name
30. Hackneyed
) 1. Senior
)2. House Eseentiale
)4. Inebriated
37 . Growths ot llushes
41. Drug Taker
4), Italian Pronoun
44, African Country
·46. Separated
47. Photocopy
48. Conservative
49. Cut ot Beet
SO, Leg Part
51. Next to 49-Down
52. Active Volcano
5), German State
56, Article

Answers Page Four.

~

COMEI HEARi LEARNI

• l

I NFORMAL BJBLE SJUOY_Led QY-.Rev. S_. _
Schierenbeck, of the Church of tJ-e Lutheran
Confe ssion. Wednesdays 8:00 pm in the
home at 405 Dubois. Everyone is welcome
to learn what God has given us as revealed
in the bible. For more information phone:

235-4263 or 235-6281

FOOD FOR YOUR MIND
AND BODY!
Just _wa lk:i~.9 i_"- ·.J tle door
mak~s you more alert!

The

DAIRY

DELLI

IAIII
IIIIL
TiVIIN
la Jlledkal .lft,
COOi YOUI
OWN STEAII

Across From
Owl Pharmacy
111 F Street

SANDWICHES

'PREE HORS~
SHOE PITS

